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ABSTRACT
An experiment was carried out to estimate the effect of auditory alarms on the work of
an plant operator in the context of a computer simulation. We designed our process simulator so that each of eight machines ('numeric controlled' (NC) or 'computer numeric
controlled' (CNC) robots) made tones to indicate its status over time. Each tone was designed to reflect the semantic of the actual break down event. As many as 32 different
auditory alarms plus six normal machine sounds made be placed at once. We attempted
to design the auditory alarms so that none would be masked (rendered inaudible) by
other auditory alarms. Eight students of computer science operated our process simulation program of an assembly line with NC and CNC robots. Relevant information of
disturbances and machine breakdowns was given only in a visual (test condition 1), and
in visual and auditory form (test condition 2). The results indicate, that the additional
feedback of auditory alarms improves significantly the operator performance and increases positively some mood aspects.
KEYWORDS: Audible alarms, auditory feedback, computer simulation, human computer interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

The hearing of sounds (e.g., alarms) is based on the perception of events and not on the
perception of sounds as such. For this reason, sounds are often described by the events
they are based on. Sound is a familiar and natural medium for conveying information
that we use in our daily lives, especially in the working environment (Momtahan et al.
1993). The following examples help to illustrate the important kinds of information that
sound can communicate (Mountford & Gaver 1990):
•

Information about abnormal structures – a malfunctioning engine sounds different from a healthy one and/or alarms in supervisory control environments.

•

Information about events in space – all audible signals out of our visual field (e.g.,
footsteps warn us of the approach of another person).

•

Information about invisible structures – all hidden structures that can be transformed into audible signals (e.g., tapping on a wall is useful in finding where to
hang a heavy picture).

•

Information about physical events – all specific semantics of real world events
(e.g., we can hear wether a dropped glass has bounced or shattered).

•

Information about dynamic change – all specific semantics of real world dynamics (e.g., as we fill a glass we can hear when the liquid has reached the top).

The textual representation of information is of most use when the operator is familiar
with the domain area and can demonstrate much experience and knowledge in that
domain area (Marmolin 1992). In comparison, more concrete (visual and audible) representations of information that the operator can query are of most use when the domain
area is new and unknown.
The parallel use of different media and the resulting parallel distribution of information,
for example by simultaneously showing a predecessor through a concrete representation
and its explanation through audio distribution, leads to a denser sharing of information.
In this case, the operator can dedicate his attention solely to the visual information,
which has parallel audio support. This reduces the need to change the textual or other
visual delivery and prevents the overflow of visual information (Edwards 1988).
Sounds can be utilised to improve the operators' understanding of visual predecessors or
can stand alone as independent sources of information. Gaver, Smith and O'Shea (1991)
used sounds as diagnostic support applied with the direction of a process simulation.
But, they did not prove the hypothesis that an interface with audible feedback is superior to an interface without sound feedback. The authors describe only some global impressions of different operator reactions to sound feedback.
In the context of supervisory control an alarm is a signal, that informs the operator of a
dangereous or problematic process state. Wanner (1987) classified alarms in the following two categories: programmed and not-programmed alarms. The first alarm class is
divided by Riera et al. (1995) into two groups: (1) breakdown alarms, that correspond
to internal failures of components, and (2) process alarms, that show an abnormal performance of a process. The not-programmed alarms are not defined at the time of system design, but these audible cues are used by the operator (e.g., abnormal noise,
smoke, steam, explosion etc.).
Stanton, Booth and Stammers (1992) classify alarms by their input modality (visual vs.
auditory) and their information processing code (verbal vs. spatial). Spatial alarm processing requires a manual response to maximize performance while a verbal alarm requires a vocal response. Typical problems with alarms are: "the avalanche of alarms during a major transient or shift in operating mode, standing alarms, alarm inflation, nuisance alarms, and alarms serving as status messages" (Stanton et al. 1992, p. 87).
Our main interest was to test the hypothesis of (Buxton 1989) and (Gaver et al. 1991),
that human operators in a 'real' process control situation monitor multiple background
activities simultaneously through auditory sound feedback (tones as auditory and spatial
alarms, see Stanton et al. 1992). So, we designed a system that produces audible cues
and tones to help operators to monitor the status of ongoing processes.
Diagnosing and treating problems with the plant were aided by alert sounds (e.g., breakdown alarms; see also Gaver et al. 1991). We carried out an experiment, that allows us
to test our hypothesis in laboratory environment with a high alarm rate during a supervisory control task.
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2.1

METHOD
Subjects

Eight male students of computer science at the ETH took part in the experiment as untrained operators (mean age of 24 ± 1 years).
2.2

Simulator

The simulation is based on a flexible manufacturing system, that produces cases made
of aluminium (see 'work pieces' in Figure 1). The whole system consists of eight CNC
manufacturing centres and eight loading robots for these centres. In the input directing
station all work pieces are automatically directed on the assembly line. The assembly
line transports each work piece through different stations to the CNC manufacturing
centres and back to the output directing station. The whole plant was deliberately designed to be too large to fit on the computer screen, so operators could only see about
half the robots and CNC machines at any time (see 'actual screen clipping' in Figure 1).
A work piece could have one of the following status:
(1) loading on the assembly line at the input directing station,
(2) transportation on the assembly line,
(3) fixation on the carrier at the reset station,
(4) final fixation and twist on the carrier,
(5) fixation on a pallet with three other work pieces at the robot,
(6) processing one of two sides in the CNC station,
(7) change from one side to the other at the reset station,
(8) to be provided with a serial number at the labeling station,
(9) loading off the assembly line at the output directing station.
Steps (3) to (7) are carried out twice, once for each side of the work piece.
We designed our simulator so that each of the machines made tones to indicate its status
over time. Each tone was designed to reflect the semantic of the actual event. For instance, a splashing tone indicated that cooling liquid was being spilled. Because of the
complexity of our system, as many as 38 tones made be placed at once.
We attempted to design the sounds so that none would be masked (rendered inaudible)
by other sounds. Gaver, Smith and O'Shea (1991) describe two strategies to be useful in
avoiding masking. First, sounds were spread fairly evenly in frequency, so that some
were high-pitched and others lower. Second, we avoided playing sounds continuously
and instead played repetitive streams of sounds, thus maximising the chance for other
sounds to be heard in the gaps between repetitions. CNC 0 and CNC 4 are characterised
by a high-pitched sound. CNC 3 and CNC 7 are low-pitched (cf. Figure 1 in the Appendix).
Normal running of a machine was coupled with a characteristic sound pattern. Each
machine breakdown generated instead of the normal sound a specific alert tone: the auditory alarm (see Table 1). If a robot or a CNC centre breaks down, then this centre can
not process the pallet of four work pieces further on.

Table 1: Sound types, alarm, duration, and size (KB = kilo byte).
____________________________________________________
machine
sound
alarm
duration size
____________________________________________________
CNC 0-7
normal
no
1.20 s
51 KB
robot 0-7
normal
no
0.39 s
16 KB
input station
normal
no
0.41 s
17 KB
output station
normal
no
0.78 s
33 KB
reset station
normal
no
1.40 s
60 KB
twist station
normal
no
0.40 s
17 KB
labelling station
normal
no
0.49 s
21 KB
CNC 0-7
no cooling
yes
1.08 s
46 KB
CNC 0-7
jammed pipe
yes
1.38 s
59 KB
robot 0-7
lost piece
yes
1.04 s
44 KB
robot 0-7
tear off pipe
yes
1.04 s
44 KB
control station
warning
yes
0.24 s
10 KB
____________________________________________________
The most important–but not dangerous–consequence of an overlooked alarm is the decrease of the performance of the whole plant. The breakdown of a machine, that will not
be repaired immediately, leads to a jam on the assembly line. The consequence is that
the productivity of the plant decreases.
2.3

Task

Subjects were instructed to operate a plant simulator and to take care for a high productivity rate. The task was to trouble-shoot the whole manufacturing system. First, each
subject had to detect that a breakdown happened. Then he has to find the interrupted
machine (robot or CNC machine). The actual breakdown event shows the operator how
to repair the machine. The operator can get this information visually in a modal dialogue box with the status report at the control station or in an audible form through
auditory alarm feedback.
A CNC machine could have two breakdown events ('jammed outlet pipe of cooling
agent', 'empty cooling agent'). A robot could breakdown with two different events ('lost
work piece', 'tear off a pressure pipe').
Each interrupted machine could be repaired by entering an appropriate repair code (a
four-digit number, see Table 2) in a repair dialogue box located at the machine. The
operator sees only a part of the whole plant (see 'actual screen clipping' in Figure 1). He
moves the actual screen up and down by clicking with the mouse in the scrollbar area to
'go to' the interrupted machine. A mouse click on the machine symbol pops up the
repair dialog box. Entering the correct repair code transfers the interrupted machine in
the normal state. If an incorrect repair code is entered, then no internal state change
happens and the operator could hear only a short beep.

Table 2: All breakdown types that lead to an alarm, and their repair codes.
_____________________________________
Machine
breakdown
code
_____________________________________
CNC 0-7
no cooling
3713
CNC 0-7
jammed pipe
8319
robot 0-7
lost piece
1731
robot 0-7
tear off pipe
1733
control station
status request
8700
_____________________________________
Operators' view of the plant behaviour was that robots and CNC centres breakdown accidentally. Our plant simulator was programmed so, that all breakdowns appeared in the
same sequence. This approach guarantees that the trials between operators are maximally comparable.
2.4

Procedure

We run the experiment with a two-factorial test design. Factor A was 'with' or 'without'
audible feedback. Test condition 1 was only visual alarm feedback with a warning
flasher and a modal dialogue box with status information of each manufacturing system
located at the operator control station. Test condition 2 was visual and auditory alarm
feedback of each machine breakdown.
Factor B was a repeated measurement design. Four subjects started the experiment with
auditory alarm feedback (test condition 1) and repeated the same task without audible
feedback (test condition 2). The other four subjects started without audible feedback
(test condition 2), and repeated the task with auditory alarm feedback (test condition 1).
Each subject filled out a questionnaire to estimate the individual experiences with computers (about 10 minutes). The subjects were introduced in operating the simulation tool
through 'learning by using' (about 15 minutes). The simulation ran for the troubleshooting task exactly 20 minutes. Before and after each trouble-shooting task the operator has to answer a mood questionnaire (eight scales with overall 36 items as monopolar
rating scales). This mood questionnaire measures the mental workload at a rough estimate. After each trouble-shooting task we measured the subjective satisfaction with a
semantic differential (11 bipolar items). Each individual session took about 90 minutes.
2.5

Material

We ran the experiment on an IBM compatible PC (Olivetti® i386, 25 MHz, 6 MByte
main storage, 17" VGA colour screen) with an extra sound card (Logitech® 16 Bit, 44
kHz, stereo). A special simulation program was developed in Turbo Pascal® 1.0 to present the signals on the screen. Operators heard the auditory alarms out of two small
active speakers (maximal 3 watt). All machines at the left side (see Figure 1) could be
heard out of the left speaker. The right speaker gave out the sound of all machines at the
right side.
2.6

Measures

Our first dependent variable is a point scale that measures the productivity of the plant.
Each work piece, that entered the assembly line at the input direction station, counts one
point. One point is counted for each side, that was processed at a CNC machine (see

chapter 2.2). Each work piece, that left the assembly line at the output direction station,
counts an extra point. Each work piece on the assembly line counts one to four points.
The productivity score after 20 minute's simulation time is the sum over all work pieces
that entered the assembly line.
The second dependent variable is the number of requested status reports at the control
station.
The third and fourth dependent variables are number of correct and number of incorrect
repairs.
The eight scales of the mood questionnaire and the 11 items of the semantic differential
are dependent variables to measure operators' satisfaction.
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RESULTS

First, we present the results of the four dependent variables that measure operators'
trouble-shooting activities. We find a significant difference between the two testconditions for two of four dependent measures ('productivity score' and '# of status
reports'; see Table 3).
Table 3: Results of the four dependent variables that measure operators' troubleshooting activities for the two test conditions: with or without auditory alarm.
_________________________________________
With
Without
P
Variable
alarm
alarm
sign.
_________________________________________
productivity score
70 ± 5.6
65 ± 5.3
.052
# of status reports
17 ± 5.8
23 ± 4.0
.032
# of correct repairs
36 ± 2.5
36 ± 2.3
.999
# of incorrect repairs
16 ± 11.0
9 ± 7.1
.184
_________________________________________
Without auditory alarm feedback operators moved to the control station and requested
the status report significantly more than in the test condition with sound feedback (see
Table 3). We could observe, that most of the operators in test condition with auditory
alarm go first to the control station to look for all breakdowns, and go after that through
the whole plant to repair machine by machine. During this walk through they could remember all not repaired machines listening to the different sound pattern of each alarm
type.
On one side, we can observe a significant improvement through auditory alarm feedback, on the other side we can find, that operators perceive the simulation with auditory
alarms more intransparent and feel slightly more confused than without auditory alarms
(see Table 4).

Table 4: Results of the eleven items of the semantic differential for the two test conditions: with or without auditory alarm. (bipolar rating scale: -2, -1, 0, +1, +2)
______________________________________________________
Variable
With
Without
P
(-)
(+)
alarm
alarm
sign.
______________________________________________________
timetimeconsuming
saving
–1.1 ± 0.7
–1.0 ± 0.9
.791
rigid
flexible
–0.9 ± 1.3
–0.8 ± 0.8
.735
circumstantial
simple
+0.5 ± 2.3
+0.4 ± 3.1
.889
intransparent
transparent
+0.4 ± 1.1
+1.4 ± 0.6
.064
confuse
unequivocal
+0.1 ± 2.7
+1.1 ± 1.0
.179
unclear
clear
0.0 ± 2.6
–0.4 ± 1.4
.596
complicated
uncomplicated
0.0 ± 1.1
–0.3 ± 1.9
.712
prescribed
free
–0.5 ± 0.9
–0.4 ± 1.1
.816
unforeseeable
foreseeable
0.0 ± 2.3
+0.1 ± 1.8
.871
unsusceptible
susceptible
–0.8 ± 1.1
–0.9 ± 1.0
.781
angry
pleasing
–0.4 ± 1.7
–0.1 ± 1.3
.709
______________________________________________________
Operators felt significantly more self-assure and more social accepted after working
with auditory alarm feedback than without auditory feedback (see Table 5). Their
readiness for endeavour, restfulness, and mood increased in the test condition with
sound.
Table 5: Results of the differences (after - before) of the eight scales of the mood questionnaire for the two independent test conditions: with or without auditory
alarms. (monopolar rating scale).
__________________________________________________
With
Without
P
Variable
alarm
alarm
sign.
__________________________________________________
readiness of endeavour
+2.4 ± 4.1
–0.5 ± 4.1
.199
restfulness
+1.3 ± 2.7
+0.4 ± 3.3
.589
readiness for contacts
+0.9 ± 2.5
–0.8 ± 2.2
.219
drowsiness
–1.1 ± 2.4
–1.5 ± 3.2
.801
self-assurance
+1.8 ± 2.0
–0.6 ± 1.7
.022
social acceptance
+0.1 ± 1.0
–1.1 ± 1.0
.031
to feel excited
0.0 ± 6.1
–1.0 ± 5.9
.738
mood-laden
+1.3 ± 2.2
–0.3 ± 1.0
.128
__________________________________________________
If we assume that the mood questionnaire measures the mental workload at a rough estimate then we can suppose that in this investigation the auditory alarm feedback does
not increase the mental strain. It is quite unclear to which extent of the number of different alarms this assumption is correct.
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DISCUSSION

The sense of hearing is an all-round sense. This aspect is an important difference to visual perception, that is a directional sense. An auditory interface can be much larger
than the visual interface (screen). Visually hidden aspects of parallel processes in the
background can be made perceptible with auditory feedback (Cohen 1993). The results
of our experiment support this design approach. Auditory feedback of concurrent processes, that are important for task solving, improves the usability of interfaces.
Audition is a spatial sense; we can be aware simultaneously of many sounds coming
from different locations. But spatial patterns in audition are much more limited than
those of vision. It is primarily a time sense, for its main patterns are those of succession,
change, and rhythm. Auditory feedback typically arrives sequentially in time, whereas
visual pattern my be presented either sequentially or simultaneously. Of course many
perceptual experiences depend on the operation of several senses at once; then the prominence of sense over another becomes a matter for study (Hartman 1961).
Auditory feedback has poor 'referability', meaning that they usually cannot be kept continuously before the operator, although they can be repeated periodically. Visual patterns offer good referability, because the information usually can be 'stored' in the display. One the possible advantage of auditory feedback is its 'attention-demanding'; it
'breaks in' on the attention of the operator. Visually stimuli, however, do not necessarily
have this captive audience. The operator has to be looking toward the display in order to
perceive the stimulus. Hearing is somewhat more resistant to fatigue than vision (McCormick 1957, p. 427).
How many different concurrent tones can be discriminated? Operators reacted up to 38
different tones in our simulation study. Momtahan et al. (1993) could show that staff in
operating rooms was able to identify only a mean of between 10 and 15 of the 26
alarms. Nurses were able to identify only a mean between 9 and 14 of the 23 alarms
found in their intensive care unit. Momtahan et al. explain their results with the poor
design of auditory warning signals. Standardisation of auditory feedback can minimise
this perceptual problem.
Cohen (1993) found that it is a difficult task to design tones "which tell the right story
and are also pleasant and emotionally neutral." Good auditory feedback needs sound
patterns that are interpretable without visual redundancy (e.g., door creaks open, door
slams). We have to look for sound patterns that 'stand for themselves'. Given these
sounds we have to map them in a metaphorical sense to new events introduced by technology (e.g., door creaks open => login, door slams => logout; see Cohen 1993). For simulation tools, that deal with real world events, we can easily use the corresponding
real world sounds.
The results of our study support the 'real sound' approach. To avoid boredom and fatigue–caused by outputting always the same sound pattern–the design of tones for auditory feedback should be highly context sensitive. E.g., listening to everyday sounds is
based upon the perception of events and not upon the perception of sounds in and of
themselves. This fact becomes clear in the following example (Rauterberg et al. 1994):

"A pen dropped upon a piece of paper from a height of about 15 cm created a different
sound than when it is dropped upon the hard surface of a desk. An altogether different
sound is created when a rubber eraser is dropped upon the paper or, respectively, on the
desk."
The sound created in each case of the previous example is neither a characteristic of any
of the participating objects (pen, rubber eraser, sheet of paper, desk surface) nor a characteristic of the event 'dropped' itself. The four different sounds in the examples are,
with an observation that holds true to the reality of the situation solely determined by
their respective interaction and environmental conditions. Most of the natural sounds
are a result of one or more interactions between two or more objects in a definite place
and in definite surroundings and can be defined as the following:
Auditory feedback = f (process objects, interaction, process environment)
Every interaction possesses attributes that have an influence on the produced sound (cf.
Darvishi et al. 1995). A framework concept for the description of auditory feedback is
needed, in which auditory alarms can be represented as auditory signal patterns along
several descriptive dimensions of various objects interacting together in a certain environment (cf. Munteanu et al. 1995). This approach is appropriate especially for the
design of auditory feedback signals of the process alarms. To make auditory alarms
context sensitive leads directly to a design strategy that reduces the number of contextfree alarms (cf. the discussion of 'reduction techniques' in Stanton et al. 1992).
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CONCLUSION

The results of this experiment showed, that the performance of operating a plant simulator could be significantly improved, when feedback of machine break downs and other
disturbances was given in an audible form, too. We can also observe a significant increase of different aspects of operator' mood. Overall, we can say that operators feel
better and less stressed with sound feedback, than without sound.
We found that auditory alarm feedback was effective in the following way. Auditory
alarm feedback helped operators keep track of the ongoing processes. Auditory alarms
allowed operators to track the activity, rate, and functioning of normally running machines. Without auditory feedback, operators overlooked machines that were broken
down. With auditory feedback these problems were indicated either by the machines'
sound ceasing or by the various alert sounds. Continuous auditory feedback allowed
operators to hear the plant as an integrated complex process. The sounds merged to produce an auditory pattern, much as the many sounds of everyday machines.
Using non speech sounds to provide system information is appealing for several reasons. First, by adding sound to the interface the bandwidth of communication can be
significantly increased. Second, the information conveyed by sounds is complementary
to that available visually, and thus sound can provide a mean for displaying information
that is difficult to visualise, especially with limited screen real estate. Auditory alarm
feedback can help to improve the usability of interfaces in the following ways: most of
all interfaces stresses the visual perception, so that auditory feedback can help to reduce
eye strain and fatigue.
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